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@ Vehicle sound reproducing apparatus.

@ A vehicle sound system has a power amplifier (15 LF,
15 RF, 15 LR, 15 RR) integrated with a loudspeaker (12 LF,
12 RF, 12 LR, 12 RR) at each of four remote locations. A LED
or diode laser (16) transduces an electrical signal from a
tuner or tape player (11) at low level Into a corresponding
light signal that is transmitted over optical fibres (13 LF, 13
RF, 13 LR, 13 RR) to each location to a photo transistor (14
LF, 14 RF, 14 LR, 14 RR) that converts the light signal into a
corresponding electrical signal that is amplified by the

T" power amplifier and then reproduced by the loudspeakers.^ Leads (22 LF, 22 RF. 22 LR, 22 RR) from the vehicle battery
(21) carry D.C. power to each location for energizing the^ power amplifiers and photo transistors.
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BOSE CORPORATION GJE 5180/157
VEHICLE SOUND REPRODUCING APPARATUS
The present invention relates in general to

sound reproducing and more particularly concerns novel
apparatus and techniques for reproducing sound in vehicles
at high sound levels while being relatively insensitive
to noise. The invention facilitates faithfully trans-
mitting sound signals to remote loudspeakers with apparatus
that is relatively inexpensive, safe and reliable.

High fidelity sound systems for vehicles have met
with wide acceptance. These systems present problems
because a vehicle is a source of significant electrical
noise that may be reproduced by a power amplifier coupled
to the sound source by conventional wires. Furthermore,

15 large power amplifiers occupy useful vehicle space and
require adequate ventilation of the heat produced.

Accordingly, it is an important object of this
invention to provide an improved sound reproducing system.

It is a more specific object of the invention to
20 provide an improved vehicle sound reproducing system in

accordance with the preceding object.
It is a further object to achieve one or more

of the preceding objects with a system that is relatively
insensitive to the high levels of electrical noise

25 developed in a vehicle.

It is still another object of the invention to
achieve one or more of the preceding objects with reliable
relatively inexpensive apparatus.

BNSOOCID: <EP_0027043A1J_>
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It is another object of the invention to achieve
one or more of the preceding objects without using other-
wise useful space for a power amplifier in a manner that
facilitates ventilating power amplifiers.

According to the invention, there is a source of
a low-level electrical sound signal representative of

sound characterized thereby, source electro-optical trans-
ducing means responsive to the electrical sound signal
for providing a corresponding sound light signal, re-

ceiving electro-optical transducing means responsive to

said sound light signal for providing a corresponding
received sound electrical signal, power amplifying means
at the location of said receiving electro-optical trans-
ducing means remote from the location of said source and
said source electro-optical transducing means for
amplifying the received sound light signal, electro-
acoustical transducing means at the location of said
receiving electro-optical transducing means for converting
the amplified sound signal into a corresponding sound
signal, and light pipe means for intercoupling said source
and receiving electro-optical transducing means.

According to a specific broad aspect of the
invention, a number of remote loudspeaker driver means
integrated with an associated power amplifying means are
coupled to the low- level sound signal source and each
power amplifying means receives D.C. power over leads
connected to the vehicle D.C. power source.

Numerous other features, objects and advantages
of the invention will become apparent from the following
specification when read in connection with the accompanying
drawing in which:

FIG, 1 is a combined block-pictorial diagram
of a system according to the invention; and

FIG. 2 is a combined block- schematic diagram
of a preferred system according to the invention.
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With reference now to the drawing and more parti-
cularly FIG. 1 thereof, there is shown a block-pictorial
diagram of a system according to the invention. A sound

5 signal from a sound signal source 11, such as a tuner or
tape player, at a source location, typically near the
dashboard of an automobile, is faithfully reproduced at
a receiving location by loudspeaker 12, typically on a
rear or front deck or in a door of an automobile. The

10 source electro-optical transducer 16 at the source loca-
tion receives the low- level sound signal from source 11 and
converts it into a corresponding light signal that is
delivered to light pipe 13. Light pipe 13 transmits the
sound light signal to the receiving electro-optical trans-
ducer 14 at the receiving location for conversion into a
corresponding electrical signal that is delivered to
power amplifier 15. Power amplifier 15 amplifies this
received sound signal and provides it at high power level
to loudspeaker 12 that reproduces the sound represented

*u by the signal from sound signal source 11.
The specific forms of electro-optical transducers

are not a part of the invention. The electro-optical trans-ducer 16 at the source location may comprise a light
emitting diode that provides a light intensity representative
of the contemporary magnitude of the sound signal orovidedby source 11. Light pipe 13 may comprise an optical
fiber. Electro-optical transducer 14 may comprise a photo-diode that provides an electrical signal representative
of the incident light signal provided by light pipe 13 . Thelight signal transmitted may be digital or analogue.

The invention is advantageous in helping preventelectrical noise from being transduced by loudspeaker 12A vehicle is a source of electrical noises produced by thexgnition system, flashers and other sources. A power
amplifier near these noise sources or fed by conventional
conductors near these sources may amplify this noise to
produce annoying audible sounds.

/
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An important feature of the invention is having

the loudspeaker driver and power amplifier which drives

it at the same location, preferably as an integrated

package. This arrangement has a number of advantages. A
5 larger single amplifier occupies more useful space and

needs more ventilation than separate snailer power amplifiers inte-

grated with associated drivers. For example, locating
the amplifier under the dash restricts leg room and
generates heat which may be trapped. If a single ampli-

10 fier is placed in a remote location, such as in the trunk,

useful trunk space may be occupied, the amplifier
generates considerable heat, long leads carrying low- level
signals must be run from the signal source in the dash
to the remote amplifier, and heavy wires run from the

15 amplifier to the loudspeaker drivers.

In contrast, with the feature of the present
invention an amplifier having 1/4 the power rating of a

single amplifier may be located at each of four driver
locations in a physical location that occupies no other-

20 wise useful space, produces less heat to facilitate

ventilation, and only need receive signal and d-c energizing power.

Referring to FIG. 2, there is shown a combined
block- schematic representation ' of a preferred system
according to the invention having four loudspeaker drivers

25 12LF, 12RF, 12LR and 12RR at the left front, right front,
left rear and right rear of the vehicle, respectively,
each integrated with a respective power amplifier (PA)
15LF, 15RF, 15LR and 15RR, respectively, and electro-
optical transducer (EOT) 14LF, 14RF, 14LR and 14RR,

30 respectively, coupled to source electro-optical trans-
ducers 16 by light pipes 13LF, 13RF, 13LR and 13RR,
respectively. Each of the power amplifiers receives D.C.
energizing potentials from a pair of wires connected to
vehicle battery 21 over lead pairs 22LF, 22RF, 22LR and

35 22RR, respectively. While the light pipe electro-optical
transducer arrangement is preferred, a number of the
advantages enumerated above may be obtained by having

BNSOOCID: <EP_0O27O43A1JL>
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electrical wires carry the signal from sound signal source
11 to the power amplifiers. These alternate signal
paths are represented by the broken lines 13'LF, 13'RF,
13' LF and 13 f RR coupling sound signal source 11 to power
amplifiers UFL, 1ARF, 15LR and 15RR, respectively.
These signal leads are preferably shielded twisted pairs
to minimize picking up unwanted noise signals.

The advantages of this aspect of the invention
will be better appreciated when it is recognized that the
commercially available BOSE 1401 vehicle power amplifier,
while exceptionally small, provides 100 watts for* ener-
gizing four BOSE low impedance drivers. With the inven-
tion each of the power amplifiers 15LF, 15RF, 15LR and
15RR need only be 25 watts to provide the same sound
intensity while providing less heat to dissipate and
occupying less physical space, that physical* space being
essentially in the location occupied by the loudspeaker
driver that is not otherwise useful space.

As still an alternative approach for transmitting
the sound signal at low level to the remote power ampli-
fiers, carrier current techniques may be used whereby the
sound signal is modulated upon a carrier, preferably using
frequency modulation on an R.F. carrier typically about
100 kHz, that is transmitted over the D.C. leads from
battery 21, whereby appropriate R.F. chokes are used to
keep one of the D.C. leads above ground. Each remote
location then includes means for receiving the carrier
and detecting the signal modulated thereon to provide the
the received sound signal that is amplified by each power
amplifier

.

There has been described novel apparatus and
techniques for reducing audible noise sounds in a vehicle
sound reproducing system. It is apparent that those
skilled in the art may now make numerous uses and
modifications of and departures from the specific embodi-
ments described herein without departing from the inven-
tive concents.
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CLAIMS

1. Vehicle sound reproducing apparatus com-

prising,

a sound signal source for providing a sound
electrical signal representative of sound at a source
location in a vehicle,

source electro-optical transducing means at
said source location for transducing said sound elec-
trical signal into a corresponding light signal,

receiving electro-optical transducing means at
a receiving location in said vehicle remote from said
source location for converting a received light signal
into a corresponding received sound electrical signal,

power amplifying means for amplifying said
15 received sound electrical signal to provide an amplified

sound signal,

electro-acoustical transducing means for trans-
ducing said amplified sound signal into a corresponding
sound signal,

20 and light pipe means for intercoupling said
source and receiving electro-optical transducing means.

2. A vehicle sound system in accordance with
claim 1 wherein said source electro-optical transducing
means comprises a light emitting diode.

2^ 3. A vehicle sound reproducing system in
accordance with claim 1 wherein said receiving electro-
optical transducing means comprises a photocell.

4. A vehicle sound reproducing system in
accordance with claim 2 wherein said receiving electro-
optical transducing means comprises a photocell.

5. A vehicle sound .reproducing apparatus in
accordance with claim 1 wherein said light pipe means com-
prises an optical fiber.

6. Vehicle sound reproducing apparatus cora-
35 prising,

a source of an electrical sound signal
representative of sound to be reproduced,

30
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a plurality of loudspeaker driver means for

reproducing the sound represented by said electrical
sound signal,

said vehicle having a D.C. source normally used
5 by the vehicle electrical system,

a plurality of power amplifying means each
physically adjacent and coupled to a respective one of said loud-

speaker driver means at the location thereof,
means for coupling said sound electrical signal

10 to each of said power amplifying means,
and D.C. lead means for direct coupling D.C

.

power from said vehicle D.C. source to each of said power
amplifying means.

7. Vehicle sound reproducing apparatus in
15 accordance with claim 6 wherein said means for coupling

comprises source electro-optical transducing means at the
location of said source and a corresponding plurality of
receiving electro-optical transducing means each integrated
with a respective one of said power amplifying means,

20 and a corresponding plurality of light pipe means
for coupling said source electro-optical transducing means
to a respective one of said receiving electro-optical
transducing means.
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